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Instructions

• You are allowed to collaborate with up to two students taking the class in solving problem
sets. But here are some rules concerning such collaboration:

1. You should think about each problem by yourself for at least 30 minutes before com-
mencing any collaboration.

2. Collaboration is defined as discussion of the lecture material and solution approaches to
the problems. Please note that you are not allowed to share any written material and you
must write up solutions on your own. You must clearly acknowledge your collaborator(s)
in the write-up of your solutions.

3. Of course, if you prefer, you can also (and are encouarged to) work alone.

• Solutions typeset in LATEX are encouraged, but not required. If you are submitting hand-
written solutions, please write clearly and legibly (you might want to first write the solution
sketch in rough, before transferring it to the version you turn in).

• You should not search for solutions on the web. More generally, you should try and solve the
problems without consulting any reference material other than the course notes and what we
cover in class. If for some reason you feel the need to consult some source, please acknowledge
the source and try to articulate the difficulty you couldn’t overcome before consulting the
source and how it helped you overcome that difficulty. Alternatively, before turning to any
such material, we encourage you to ask the instructor for hints or clarifications.

• Please start work on the problem set early. There are six problems. You may attempt
any five of the six problems. Each problem is worth 20 points.

1. Consider an [n, k + 1, n − k]q Reed-Solomon code encoding polynomials in Fq[X]≤k by their
evaluations at n distinct elements a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ Fq.

(a) Show that this code can be efficiently “list recovered” in the following sense:

Given sets Si ⊂ Fq, |Si| < n
k , for each i ∈ [n], there are at most O(n2) polyno-

mials f ∈ Fq[X]≤k such that f(ai) ∈ Si for every i ∈ [n], and the list of such
polynomials can be found in polynomial time.

(b) The next goal of this exercise is to show that the above result is tight, in the sense that
when ` = dnk e, there are settings where there are super-polynomially many (i.e., nω(1))
polynomials.

Let r be a fixed prime power. Let n = q = rm and k = rm−1
r−1 . Prove that there are at

least r2m polynomials f ∈ Fq[X]≤k such that f(a) ∈ Fr for every a ∈ Fq. Deduce that
the Reed-Solomon list recovery algorithm cannot be improved to work for ` = dnk e in
general.

Hint: For x ∈ Frm , x
rm−1
r−1 always belongs to the subfield Fr (why?). So the polynomials

fβ(X) := (X + β)
rm−1
r−1 for β ∈ Frm take values in Fr on evaluation points in Frm . Find

2m of these polynomials that are linearly independent over Fr.



2. The folded Reed-Solomon decoding algorithm from class relied on a field element γ for folding
which had large multiplicative order.

This problem is aimed at explaining why this was needed.

(a) Prove that if the order of γ is r, then there exist some choice of polynomialsA0, A1, . . . , As ∈
Fq[X], not all zero, s ≥ 2, such that there are at least qk/r polynomials f ∈ Fq[X]≤k
satisfying the condition

A0(X) +A1(X)f(X) +A2(X)f(γX) + · · ·+As(X)f(γs−1X) = 0 .

(Thus, the number of solutions can be very large when the order of γ is small.)

(b) Let C be a s-folded Reed-Solomon code of length N = (q−1)/s and rate R that is based
on folding with a γ ∈ F∗

q of order s. Prove that if C is efficiently (ρ, L)-list decodable,
then there is in fact a Reed-Solomon code (no folding needed!) of length N and rate R
that is also efficiently (ρ, L)-list decodable.

(This means that if we get an improvement over the Johnson radius 1−
√
R for a folded

RS code using a small order element for folding, then we will also get an improvement
for Reed-Solomon codes themselves.)

3. In this problem, you will show that codes over large alphabets are uniquely decodable from
most error patterns of Hamming weight approaching their distance (as opposed to half the
distance). Let ε > 0 and q ≥ exp(a/ε) for some large enough absolute constant a. Let
0 < δ < 1− 1/q and let C ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}n be a code with relative distance δ.

Let E ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} be an arbitrary subset of size (δ − ε)n, and c ∈ C be an arbitrary
codeword of C.

Prove that for all but q−Ω(εn) of the error patterns e supported on E (namely, ei = 0 for i /∈ E
and ei 6= 0 for i ∈ E), the codeword c is the unique codeword of C within Hamming distance
at most (δ − ε)n from c+ e.

4. For a fixed τ ∈ (0, 1/2) and integer L ≥ 2, we proved in class that there are (τ, L)-list
decodable binary codes of rate 1− h(τ)− 1/L. In this exercise we will prove an upper bound
of ≈ 1 − h(τ) − τL on the rate of any (τ, L)-list decodable code. (This shows that for every
finite list-size L, the rate has to be bounded away from the capacity 1−h(τ). However, there
is an exponential gap in terms of convergence w.r.t L between the lower and upper bounds.
In particular, we can have rate 1 − h(τ) − ε with list size O(1/ε), whereas we only know a
lower bound of Ωτ (log(1/ε)) on the list size needed to be within ε of list decoding capacity.)

(a) Suppose C ⊆ {0, 1}n is a (τ.L)-list decodable code where every codeword has weight
exactly µn where µ = τ + τL/2. Prove that |C| ≤ 2L2/τ .

Hint: Pick a random L-tuple of codewords from C, and lower bound the expected number
of coordinates where they are all 1.

(b) Using the above, argue that the rate of a (τ, L)-list decodable code is at most 1− h(τ +

τL/2) + o(1). Argue that this is at most 1− h(τ)− (1−2τ)
8 · τL.



5. Let h(X) ∈ Fq[X] be an irreucible polynomial of degree k. For f ∈ Fq[X]<k, define f1(X) =
f(X)2 (mod h(X)), and inductively fi+1(X) = fi(X)2 (mod h(X)) for i ≥ 1.

Consider a bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) with left side A := Fq[X]<k and right side B :=
Fm+1
q , where a node f ∈ A is adjacent to the tuples (α, f(α), f1(α), . . . , fm−1(α)) ∈ Fm+1

q as
α ranges over Fq (thus the left degree is q).

In this exercise, your goal is to establish the following vertex-expansion property of the bi-
partite graph G: For U ⊆ A with |U | = 2m, its neighborhood on the right, N(U) := {v ∈
B|(u, v) ∈ E}, has size at least (q −mk)|U |. (Note that |N(U)| ≤ q|U | trivially, since each
node on the left has degree q.)

(a) Let D ≥ 1 be any integer. For any T ⊆ Fm+1
q with |T | < D · 2m, prove that there is a

nonzero polynomial Q(X,Y0, Y1, . . . , Ym−1) with Fq-coeffcients that has degree at most
(D − 1) in X and degree at most 1 in each Yi satisfying the interpolation conditions
Q(t0, t1, t2, . . . , tm) = 0 for all (t0, t1, . . . , tm) ∈ T .

(b) Let T,Q be as above for D = q−mk. Suppose all neighbors of f ∈ A belong to T . Then
Q(X, f(X), f1(X), . . . , fm−1(X)) = 0.

(c) Prove that for any nonzero Q(X,Y0, Y1, . . . , Ym−1) that is multilinear in Yi’s and which
is not divisible by h(X), there are less than 2m polynomials f ∈ Fq[X]<k satisfying the
equation Q(X, f(X), f1(X), . . . , fm−1(X)) = 0.

(d) Using the above argue that for any T ⊆ Fm+1
q with |T | < (q −mk)2m, the set U ⊆ A

with N(U) ⊆ T has size |U | < 2m. (Note that this is precisely the contrapositive form
of the above-mentioned expansion requirement.)

6. For the noise model where one bit of the codeword gets erased (and we know which location
got erased), the parity check code gives a simple solution to recover the missing bit, with just
one bit redundancy. Now, consider the harsher model where one bit gets deleted and we don’t
know the position of the missing bit.

(a) Suppose C ⊆ {0, 1}n is a binary code capable of recovering from deletion of one bit.
Prove that |C| ≤ O(2n/n). Thus about log n bits of redundancy are needed in such a
code.

(b) For integers n, `, 0 ≤ ` ≤ n, consider the code

C` = {(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n | x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + · · ·+ nxn ≡ ` (mod (n+ 1))} ,

where the sum above is over integers.

Prove that each C` is capable of correctly recovering a deleted bit in its codewords.
Deduce the existence of a code of size ≥ 2n/(n+ 1) that can correct a single deletion.

(c) Bonus question: Can you construct a similarly explicit algebraic code of size 2n/poly(n)
than can recover from deletion of two bits?


